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Nisse
With a thirty minute interval between both shows, I felt I was brought to another world. I
did not feel like thirty minutes have passed by, but another decade. Nisse's collection was
totally different than Hinda's colourful show. Let's start by introducing the designer.
Nisse was launched in 2004 in Istanbul by native Montrealer Nargisse E. Akyuz. The theme
behind her clothes scream urban and chic modern poetic appeal. Since December 2011, the
ready-to-wear line can be found in the designer's retail location on Montreal's St-Denis
Street.
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Two words: Feminine & Classy. These two words can literally define the entire show. I was
mesmerized how this designer added a perfect touch of modernity to each piece and made it
look wearable for any stylish and independent woman. Let's be honest, we don't usually see
ourselves wearing every single outfit that is shown and walked down the runway. Nisse added
a touch of men's Fashion and used soft fabrics. From vibrant head-to-toe red to earth tone
shades of chocolate, brown, taupe, cream and burnt orange, chic tailoring was seen on every
model.
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* * *
What impressed me the most in these two shows (and others) was the dare-devil attitude every
designer had. If you pay attention to every designer's Fall/Winter line, you are most likely
going to notice different signatures that catch your eye. Whether it is the usage of fabric
or colour, they all have a different perception of Fall/Winter 13 rather than sticking to
worldwide upcoming trends. To be honest, this is what I love about Montreal. It is so
diverse in culture, lifestyle and FASHION that you can create your own affair and be rocking
it at the same time.
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